
Ethics and story play

Placement 
and weight

Where you position a 
story on a page and 
the amount of real 
estate you give it 
should reflect its 
relative importance 
when considered 
with other content on 
the page.
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Ethics and balance

Hate speech in images
• Just as we strive to keep hate speech out of our stories, we should do the 

same with photos and images such as editorial cartoon.

Police mugshots
• Stop using police mug shots in all but the rarest of instances. These 

should be used only when, after a discussion, consensus develops 
that there is value in publishing one.

• Always look for alternatives, even when consensus develops that use of 
a mug shot would be justifiable.

• In the rare instances we do use a mug shot, never publish it as main art .
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Ethics and 
image manipulation
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When is it acceptable?

News events should be presented as 
they happened. Therefore, photos 
from breaking news events should 
not be manipulated in any way.

Rare exceptions might include more 
celebratory events, such as the 
presidential inauguration or sports 
championships which might be 
presented as poster pages.
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Ethics and image manipulation

When it is 
acceptable ...

Photos with news features and 
in-depth or analysis pieces or 
pieces using file photos or 
photos shot with the specific 
intention of creating a special 
effect can be manipulated.

Stock images also can be 
manipulated. 

But they all must be labeled as 
illustrations.



Diversity 
in imagery
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Avoid stereotypes

Presenting an 
accurate reflection 
of the story and 
community is key.



Resources for Design Center staff
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Photos
Getty Images

CUE Wire pane

DC5

Inspiration
Facebook

Instagram

Teams help
Tips N' Tricks/General

CREATE newsletter

DEI channel

911 help

Unified style

Site wikis

Software
Adobe Creative Suite

NewsXtreme

Filezilla/Tips and 
Events

VPN

https://www.gettyimages.com/
https://dc5.gmti.com/
https://www.facebook.com/usatodaydesigncenter
https://www.instagram.com/usatdesign/?hl=en
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a8787578511344324babf7e3028023210%40thread.tacv2/Tips%2520n%2520Tricks?groupId=fcfbed8c-bc54-48b6-9bed-4d5ccf5d157b&tenantId=bc924c8d-3e16-4e88-bf26-d7fcfb14f2d5
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a1ceffa01756c4bc7a269be04ed351c26%40thread.skype/Create%2520(DC%2520Newsletter)?groupId=f7987fc1-c11e-415f-b384-c0c582f08fbe&tenantId=bc924c8d-3e16-4e88-bf26-d7fcfb14f2d5
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a522452ffb1f44d918666e28c4f1d3313%40thread.tacv2/General?groupId=231ad8c4-87cd-4a88-bfa9-901c81eaf98e&tenantId=bc924c8d-3e16-4e88-bf26-d7fcfb14f2d5
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3ad8a6d12f63a24ced80af50399a4c86c0%40thread.skype/conversations?groupId=c16d3b3c-628c-46ff-bb92-a1e0b46eeda3&tenantId=bc924c8d-3e16-4e88-bf26-d7fcfb14f2d5
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3aa73a3d6b8a0e4c5b81ae34332fa46e46%40thread.skype/Unified%2520Style?groupId=f7987fc1-c11e-415f-b384-c0c582f08fbe&tenantId=bc924c8d-3e16-4e88-bf26-d7fcfb14f2d5
http://giadc-nx.eop.gci/NX/login.aspx?Re-turnUrl=%2fNX%2fdefault.aspx

